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Statistical information:

Women, Minorities, and Persons with Disabilities in Science and Engineering

Listings of names and short biographical sketches:

Distinguished Women of Past and Present, Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence

Denise Gurer, "Pioneering Women in Computer Science." Communications of the ACM
v.38, no.1, pp. 45-54.

African-Americans in technology, computer science, engineering
http://afroamculture.about.com/culture/afroamculture/cs/blacksinscience/

The Faces of Science: African Americans in the Sciences (section on computer scientists)
http://www.princeton.edu/~mcbrown/display/faces.html

Personal testimonials of participants in computing history:


Interview with Bob Abbott, part of history of computing at Livermore Laboratory
http://www.nersc.gov/~deboni/Computer.history/Abbott.html

Portal for underrepresented groups in computing, many links to current resources
and some historical materials:

The Ada Project
http://tap.mills.edu/

Computer Scientists of the Africa Diaspora
http://www.math.buffalo.edu/mad/computer-science/cs-peeps.html

Articles with references to other studies of gender, race and technology:

Mike Mahoney, “Boy’s toys and women’s work: feminism engages software.”
http://www.princeton.edu/~mike/boystext.htm
Jennifer Light, “When computers were women.” *Technology and Culture* v. 40, no.3, pp. 455-483.

Anthony Walton, “Technology versus African Americans.”

RaceSci: History of Race in Science
http://racescience.mit.edu/racesci/